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Applied C# in Financial Markets (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is designed to help experienced programmers into the C# language.
It covers all the relevant concepts of C# from a finance viewpoint.

In the preparation of this book a small standalone futures and options
trading application was written to cover all of the sections of C# that are
relevant to finance and the code...
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Multi-objective Management in Freight Logistics: Increasing Capacity, Service Level and Safety with Optimization AlgorithmsSpringer, 2008
The complexity of modern supply chains requires decision makers in logistics to work with a set of efficient (Pareto optimal) solutions, mainly to catch different economic aspects for which one optimal solution related to a single objective function is not able to capture entirely. Motivated by this, and by recent changes in global markets and the...
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OpenGL InsightsAK Peter, 2012

	OpenGL is not a single API anymore. OpenGL has involved into a family of APIs, with OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and WebGL being closely related siblings that enable application developers to write and deploy graphics applications on a wide variety of platforms and operating systems. OpenGL has become an ecosystem; 3D graphics is truly everywhere now....
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Telecommunications Challenges In Developing Countries: Asymmetric Interconnection Charges For Rural AreasWorld Bank Publications, 2004
Telecommunications Challenges in Developing Countries addresses an important aspect of interconnection—the settings of call termination charges. In rural telecommunications, network costs are known to be high. The traditional consensus has been that many rural areas cannot be connected without subsidies. This paper investigates the...
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Homebuyers Beware: Who's Ripping You Off Now?FT Press, 2009

	Get the Best Mortgage Deal in Today’s Real Estate Markets--and Avoid a Whole New Generation of Scams! 

	
		
			Exposes new secrets, lies, and scams the mortgage industry doesn’t want you to know about

	
	
		...
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Financial Statement Fraud: Strategies for Detection and Investigation (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Valuable guidance for staying one step ahead of financial statement fraud


	Financial statement fraud is one of the most costly types of fraud and can have a direct financial impact on businesses and individuals, as well as harm investor confidence in the markets. While publications exist on financial statement fraud and roles...
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The Small-Cap Investor: Secrets to Winning Big with Small-Cap StocksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for The Small-Cap Investor


	"The great rewards of investing in the best small-cap companies are matched only by the risks of investing in the worst. Ian Wyatt is one of the few who not only shows you how to find the hidden gems, but also how to avoid the flea-ridden dogs. His new book is a must-read for all...
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Strategic Employee Communication: Building a Culture of EngagementPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Employee engagement (or a lack thereof) can often be linked to poor communication and a detachment from company goals. Companies of all sizes are looking for ways to boost communication, recognizing its impact on key business outcomes, such as productivity and profitability.

	
		This book offers fresh insights about...
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A Model for Calculating Interconnection Costs in TelecommunicationsWorld Bank Publications, 2003
The liberalization of the telecommunications markets in Sub-Saharan Africa led to increased competition on the provision and pricing of communication services. But, due to the lack of appropriate regulatory tools, newly established regulators are poorly equipped to arbitrate increasing interconnection disputes between competing operators. 
...
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Fairness in Bargaining and Markets (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems)Springer, 2009
This book contributes to behavioral economic research on the central issue of social preferences, focusing on the implications of social fairness norms on the interaction of market participants. The author uses both game-theoretic and experimental methods to analyze the implications of social fairness norms on the outcomes of bilateral...
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High-Impact Human Capital Strategy: Addressing the 12 Major Challenges Today's Organizations FaceAMACOM, 2015

	Traditionally, human resources has focused on recruiting good people, preparing them for assignments, motivating them to perform, and retaining them. These functions remain essential, but to be successful in turbulent times like ours, human capital strategy needs to be broader and much more far-reaching. High-Impact Human Capital Strategy...
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The Mobile Application Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	See your app through a hacker's eyes to find the real sources of vulnerability


	The Mobile Application Hacker's Handbook is a comprehensive guide to securing all mobile applications by approaching the issue from a hacker's point of view. Heavily practical, this book provides expert guidance toward...
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